Ocular Manifestations of Fabry Disease
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Fabry's disease is a rare lysosomal disorder that has a prevalence of 1 in 40,000 males.[1] This disease follows x-linked inheritance and the individuals affected with the disease show multiple system disorders that are present at birth and signs and symptoms worsen with time. The GLA gene mutation leads to the deficiency of an enzyme alpha galactosidase A which leads to the progressive accumulation of globotriaoylcereamide (GB3) deposits in a variety of cells including those in kidneys, and the autonomic the cardiovascular systems.[2-4]

The ocular manifestations of Fabry disease include a cornea verticillata which is a "vortex whorl" like corneal opacity (see figure). It is the most common finding and is seen in all hemizygotes and majority (up to 70%) of heterygotes.[5] The cornea verticillata is the outcome of the deposit of GB3 in the basal layer of the corneal epithelium. The cornea verticillata is visible using a slitlamp biomicroscope and in-vivo confocal microscopic studies have shown that even when the cornea verticillata may not be visible using a slitlamp there are intracellular inclusion bodies in the basal epithelial cells.[6] To a lesser degree and fewer Fabry disease patients have subtle lenticular deposits which is the Fabry cataract.[7] The Fabry cataract tends to be off axis dendritic or subcapsular opacities along the posterior surface lines. It is believed that patients with cornea verticillata will have any visual symptoms due to the deposits.[7-9]

The role of the cornea and the crystalline lens is to provide the eye with necessary refractive power and unhindered path to the light rays that pass through them. To this accord the corneal physiology is finely tuned and causes the least amount of scatter of light rays in ocular healthy individuals. It can be hypothesized that individuals with Fabry disease could have problems with visual function given that both the cornea and the crystalline lens have deposits of GB3 and opacities. It can further be hypothesized that the vision problems would be present and worst at night time when compared to the day time, with patients with Fabry disease having additional problems of glare, blurry vision or dim vision (contrast sensitivity issues).

The patients with Fabry disease also experience anhidrosis or hypohydrosis as one of the symptom. This is due to the neurological manifestations of the disease. Prior reports have suggested that patients with Fabry disease may have deposits of GB3 in the ganglia or the lacrimal gland itself.[10-12] It can be hypothesized that patients with Fabry disease could also have symptoms of dry eyes.

In a recent publication from Davey PG [13] investigated 75 patients with Fabry disease against healthy controls using a survey instrument. The study concluded that patients with Fabry disease may experience difficulty in seeing particularly in dim light, experience glare issues, may have a mild dry eye and ocular fatigue. Further studies are continued in this area to gauge and quantify severity of the problem. Optometrists and Ophthalmologists are likely to see cornea verticillata during routine exam and should suspect Fabry disease in that individual and should perform further investigation using blood tests to determine enzyme activity of alpha galactosidase A and recommend genetic testing as needed.

Figure 1: Cornea verticillata: “vortex whorl” like corneal opacity common in Fabry disease.
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